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Endore’s classic werewolf novel—now back in print
for the first time in over forty years—helped define a
genre and set a new standard in horror fiction The
werewolf is one of the great iconic figures of horror in
folklore, legend, film, and literature. And
connoisseurs of horror fiction know that The
Werewolf of Paris is a cornerstone work, a
masterpiece of the genre that deservedly ranks with
Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein, Bram Stoker’s
Dracula, and Robert Louis Stevenson’s The Strange
Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. Endore’s classic
novel has not only withstood the test of time since it
was first published in 1933, but it boldly used and
portrayed elements of sexual compulsion in ways
that had never been seen before, at least not in
horror literature. In this gripping work of historical
fiction, Endore’s werewolf, an outcast named
Bertrand Caillet, travels across pre-Revolutionary
France seeking to calm the beast within. Stunning in
its sexual frankness and eerie, fog-enshrouded
visions, this novel was decidedly influential for the
generations of horror and science fiction authors
who came afterward.
In this award-winning historical saga, passionate
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young lovers in a Jewish ghetto rise to become the
foremost financial dynasty in the world. It is the turn
of the eighteenth century in Frankfurt, Germany, and
young Gutle and Meir Amschel Rothschild struggle
to establish themselves in the cramped and
restricted Judengasse. But when Meir's talents as a
novice banker catch the attention of a German
prince, Meir is suddenly afforded entrée into the
European world of finance and nobility, and the
Rothschilds' lives are changed forever. As proud as
Gutle is of her husband's success, she is also
cautious--very much aware of the fact that her
husband's rise is tied to his patrons' willingness to
"see past" his Jewishness. As their family grows,
and a dream of fortune comes true, so does their
belief that money will ultimately bring the power
needed to establish Jewish civil rights. Told through
Gutle's intimate journals, revealed across
decades--from the French Revolution through
personal tragedies and triumphs--The First Mrs.
Rothschild paints a rich and intimate tapestry of
family drama, world-changing history, and one
woman's steadfast strength.
A collection of stories of women who survived
abortions and those who did not, based on
narratives from involved parties as well as court
records, police reports, medical literature, and
coroners' reports
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A
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HELLO SUNSHINE x REESE WITHERSPOON
BOOK CLUB PICK A thrilling tale of secretaries
turned spies, of love and duty, and of
sacrifice--inspired by the true story of the CIA plot to
infiltrate the hearts and minds of Soviet Russia, not
with propaganda, but with the greatest love story of
the twentieth century: Doctor Zhivago. At the height
of the Cold War, two secretaries are pulled out of the
typing pool at the CIA and given the assignment of a
lifetime. Their mission: to smuggle Doctor Zhivago
out of the USSR, where no one dare publish it, and
help Pasternak's magnum opus make its way into
print around the world. Glamorous and sophisticated
Sally Forrester is a seasoned spy who has honed
her gift for deceit all over the world--using her
magnetism and charm to pry secrets out of powerful
men. Irina is a complete novice, and under Sally's
tutelage quickly learns how to blend in, make drops,
and invisibly ferry classified documents. The Secrets
We Kept combines a legendary literary love
story--the decades-long affair between Pasternak
and his mistress and muse, Olga Ivinskaya, who was
sent to the Gulag and inspired Zhivago's heroine,
Lara--with a narrative about two women empowered
to lead lives of extraordinary intrigue and risk. From
Pasternak's country estate outside Moscow to the
brutalities of the Gulag, from Washington, D.C. to
Paris and Milan, The Secrets We Kept captures a
watershed moment in the history of literature--told
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with soaring emotional intensity and captivating
historical detail. And at the center of this
unforgettable debut is the powerful belief that a piece
of art can change the world.
When the United States declared war on Germany in
April 1917, it was woefully unprepared to wage a
modern war. Whereas their European counterparts
already had three years of experience in using code
and cipher systems in the war, American
cryptologists had to help in the building of a military
intelligence unit from scratch. This book relates the
personal experiences of one such character,
providing a uniquely American perspective on the
Great War. It is a story of spies, coded letters, plots
to blow up ships and munitions plants, secret inks,
arms smuggling, treason, and desperate battlefield
messages. Yet it all begins with a college English
professor and Chaucer scholar named John
Mathews Manly. In 1927, John Manly wrote a series
of articles on his service in the Code and Cipher
Section (MI-8) of the U.S. Army’s Military
Intelligence Division (MID) during World War I.
Published here for the first time, enhanced with
references and annotations for additional context,
these articles form the basis of an exciting
exploration of American military intelligence and
counter-espionage in 1917-1918. Illustrating the
thoughts of prisoners of war, draftees, German
spies, and ordinary Americans with secrets to hide,
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the messages deciphered by Manly provide a
fascinating insight into the state of mind of a nation
at war.
Such is the voice of Shan Sa's unforgettable heroine
in her latest literary masterpiece, Empress. Empress
Wu, one of China's most controversial figures, was
its first and only female emperor, who emerged in
the seventh century during the great Tang Dynasty
and ushered in a golden age. Throughout history,
her name has been defamed and her story distorted
by those taking vengeance on a woman who dared
to become emperor. But now, for the first time in
thirteen centuries, Empress Wu (or Heavenlight, as
we come to know her) flings open the gates of the
Forbidden City and tells her own astonishing
tale—revealing a fascinating, complex figure who in
many ways remains modern to this day. Writing with
epic assurance, poetry, and vivid historic detail,
Shan Sa plumbs the psychological and philosophical
depths of what it means to be a striving mortal in a
tumultuous, power-hungry world. Empress is a great
literary feat and a revelation for the ages.
Explains how and why foods have lost their
nutritional value and offers information on the twentytwo major minerals and micro-nutrients, including
their dietary roles, their co-factors, and the best
sources for them. Original. IP.
The reputation of a college or institution depends upon
the integrity of its faculty and administration. Though
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budgets are
ethics
are vital, and a host of new
ethical problems now beset higher education. From
MOOCS and intellectual property rights to drug industry
payments and conflicts of interest, this book offers AAUP
policy language and best practices to deal with all the
campus-wide challenges of today's corporate university:
• Preserving the integrity of research and public respect
for higher education • Eliminating and managing
individual and institutional financial conflicts of interest •
Maintaining unbiased hiring and recruitment policies •
Establishing grievance procedures and due process
rights for faculty, graduate students, and academic
professionals • Mastering the complications of
negotiations over patents and copyright • Assuring the
ethics of research involving human subjects. In a time of
dynamic change Recommended Principles to Guide
Academy-Industry Relationships offers an indispensable
and authoritative guide to sustaining integrity and
tradition while achieving great things in twenty-first
century academia.
In this first English-language study of popular and
scientific responses to tuberculosis in nineteenth-century
France, David Barnes provides a much-needed historical
perspective on a disease that is making an alarming
comeback in the United States and Europe. Barnes
argues that French perceptions of the disease—ranging
from the early romantic image of a consumptive woman
to the later view of a scourge spread by the poor—owed
more to the power structures of nineteenth-century
society than to medical science. By 1900, the war
against tuberculosis had become a war against the dirty
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habits of the
working
class. Lucid
and original, Barnes's
study broadens our understanding of how and why
societies assign moral meanings to deadly diseases.
A practical A-to-Z guide to the prevention and treatment
of the most common health disorders. Written by
nutritionist and juicing expert Cherie Calbom, The Juice
Lady?s Guide to Juicing for Health, Revised Edition,
shows you how to use fresh juice to lose weight, boost
energy, and achieve the glow of health. With helpful
guidelines for buying and using a juice machine, Cherie
also explains how to put that machine to work with
delicious recipes and easy-to-understand nutritional
programs for more than fifty health conditions. These
research-backed programs include the best
combinations of fruits and vegetables for each disorder,
along with a diet plan and other health tips that can help
you fight off disease. This revised edition provides
updated health and nutritional information on many
conditions, including ADHD, cancer, chronic fatigue
syndrome, diabetes, fibromyalgia, multiple sclerosis, and
much more. Supporting the nutritional programs with a
unique diet plan, special cleansing regimens, and
detailed appendices packed with useful information, The
Juice Lady?s Guide to Juicing for Health gives you a
total approach to health?now, and for the rest of your life.
The meat of wild species, referred to in this report as
‘wild meat’, is an essential source of protein and a
generator of income for millions of forest-living
communities in tropical and subtropical regions.
However, unsustainable harvest rates currently
The book, two text editions with translations, offers a
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lively picture
of the Ottoman
world in the early 1900s as
witnessed by the German orientalist Karl Süssheim and
the Young Turk officer ?sma’il Hakk? Bey.
An accomplished novel from a talented writer, Letters to
the Lost is a stunning, emotional love story. Iona Grey's
prose is warm, evocative, and immediately engaging; her
characters become so real you can't bear to let them go.
I promised to love you forever, in a time when I didn't
know if I'd live to see the start of another week. Now it
looks like forever is finally running out. I never stopped
loving you. I tried, for the sake of my own sanity, but I
never even got close, and I never stopped hoping either.
Late on a frozen February evening, a young woman is
running through the streets of London. Having fled from
her abusive boyfriend and with nowhere to go, Jess
stumbles onto a forgotten lane where a small, clearly
unlived in old house offers her best chance of shelter for
the night. The next morning, a mysterious letter arrives
and when she can't help but open it, she finds herself
drawn inexorably into the story of two lovers from
another time. In London 1942, Stella meets Dan, a US
airman, quite by accident, but there is no denying the
impossible, unstoppable attraction that draws them
together. Dan is a B-17 pilot flying his bomber into
Europe from a British airbase; his odds of survival are
one in five. In the midst of such uncertainty, the one thing
they hold onto is the letters they write to each other. Fate
is unkind and they are separated by decades and
continents. In the present, Jess becomes determined to
find out what happened to them. Her hope—inspired by a
love so powerful it spans a lifetime—will lead her to find a
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startling redemption
in her own
life in this powerfully
moving novel.
Drawing on more than a decade of research in Japan
and the United States, David Novak traces the "cultural
feedback" that generates and sustains Noise, an
underground music genre combining distortion and
electronic effects.
The Discipline of Religion is a lively critical journey
through religious studies today, looking at its recent
growth as an academic discipline, and its contemporary
political and social meanings. Focusing on the
differences between religious belief and academic
religious discourse, Russell T. McCutcheon argues that
the invention of religion as a discipline blurs the
distinction between criticism and doctrine in its assertion
of the relevance of faith as a credible object of study. In
the leap from disciplinary criticism to avowal of actual
cosmic and moral meaning, schools of religious studies
extend their powers far beyond universities and into the
everyday lives of those outside, managing and curtailing
specific types of speech and dissent.
In Ruby Winters' world, colour opens some doors and
slams others shut. Her opulent Johannesburg
neighbourhood is a far cry from the streets of Soweto
where anger and hatred simmer under the surface. Ruby
cant resist the blue-eyed Afrikaans boy who brings her
the exciting rush of first love, but whose presence brings
hushed whispers and disapproving glances. She might
not see race, colour or creed but it seems everybody
else does . . . This dazzling novel will entrance teenage
and adult readers alike.
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presents
an interpretation
surgical and psychotherapeutic interventions based on a
univalent metalanguage: biosemiotics. It proposes that a
metalanguage for the physical, mental, social, and
cultural aspects of health and medicine could bring all
parts and aspects of human life together and thus shape
a picture of the human being as a whole, made up from
the heterogeneous images of the vast variety of sciences
and technologies in medicine discourse. The book
adopts a biosemiotics clinical model of thinking because,
similar to the ancient principle of alchemy, tam ethice
quam physice, everything in this model is physical as
much as it is mental. Signs in the forms of vibrations,
molecules, cells, words, images, reflections and rites
conform cultural, mental, physical, and social
phenomena. The book decodes healing, dealing with
health, illness and therapy by emphasizing the firstperson experience as well as objective events. It allows
readers to follow the energy-information flows through
and between embodied minds and to see how they form
physiological functions such as our emotions and
narratives.
LUST. LOVE. REVENGE. COMING-OUT. An emperor's
search for love destroys the very person he most adores.
Crime/mystery/romance historical fiction based upon real
events and characters of pagan Rome. Set two centuries
before Rome's recognition of Christians, it is an era of
intrigue, torrid relations, raging ambition, wild sensuality,
& unconventional love. Caesar Hadrian's 'favorite' is
found one dawn beneath the waters of the River Nile. Is
it a prank gone wrong, a suicide, murder, or something
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far more sinister?
historian, Suetonius
Tranquillus, & his upmarket courtesan companion
Surisca are allowed two days to uncover the truth on
pain of penalty. They discover more than they bargained
for ...
“Fletcher gives readers a strong plot . . . and a
triumphant heroine in Corrag, whose travails are truly
epic.”—Publishers Weekly In 1692, brilliant, captivating
Corrag-accused witch, orphaned herbalist, and
unforgettable heroine-is imprisoned in the Scottish
highlands, suspected of witchcraft and murder. As she
awaits her death she tells her story to Charles Leslie, an
Irish propagandist who seeks information she may have
condemning the Protestant King William. Hers is a story
of passion, courage, love, and the magic of the natural
world. By telling it, she transforms both their lives.
Originally published in hardcover under the title Corrag:
A Novel.
This authoritative catalogue of the Corcoran Gallery of
Art's renowned collection of pre-1945 American paintings
will greatly enhance scholarly and public understanding
of one of the finest and most important collections of
historic American art in the world. Composed of more
than 600 objects dating from 1740 to 1945.
Coupled with the growth of the World Wide Web, the
topic of health information retrieval has had a
tremendous impact on consumer health information.
With the aid of newly added questions and discussions
at the end of each chapter, this Second Edition covers
theory practical applications, evaluation, and research
directions of all aspects of medical information retireval
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Products of war rather than revolution, the socialist regimes of
Eastern Europe emerged in a global conjuncture defined by
the aftermath of the Second World War. How did these
regimes manage to overcome the domestic impact of the war
and build socialism at the same time? This book shows how a
commitment to productivity structured the transition from the
period of postwar reconstruction to the take-off of industrial
development during the late 1950s. Conceived as (1)
pacification of labor relations, (2) the recovery of managerial
authority, (3) monetarization of everyday life, (4)
rationalization and (5) austerity, the politics of productivity
provides a comprehensive conceptual framework for grasping
together the end of the postwar period and the building of
state socialism in Eastern Europe. By revealing how the
social consequences of the Second World War were
absorbed in the transition to authoritarian state socialism in
the age of the rolling steel mill, this book carries implications
for the way in which we may think about the aftermath of
wars, reconstruction and development during the second half
of the twentieth century.
This is a book for cinephiles, pure and simple. Author and
filmmaker, Jim Piper, shares his vast knowledge of film and
analyzes the most striking components of the best movies
ever made. From directing to cinematography, from editing
and music to symbolism and plot development, The Film
Appreciation Book covers hundreds of the greatest works in
cinema, combining history, technical knowledge, and the art
of enjoyment to explain why some movies have become the
most treasured and entertaining works ever available to the
public, and why these movies continue to amaze viewers
after decades of notoriety. Read about such classic cinematic
masterpieces as Citizen Kane, Gandhi, Midnight Cowboy,
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Easy Rider,
Grit,Online
Gone With
the Wind, and The Wizard
of Oz, as well as more recent accomplishments in feature
films, such as Requiem for a Dream, Munich, The King’s
Speech, and The Hurt Locker. Piper breaks down his analysis
for you and points out aspects of production that movie-lovers
(even the devoted ones) would never recognize on their own.
This book will endlessly fascinate, and by the time you get to
the last chapter, you’re ready to start all over again. In-depth
analysis and thoughtful and wide-ranging film choices from
every period of cinema history will ensure that you never tire
of this reading companion to film. Allworth Press, an imprint of
Skyhorse Publishing, publishes a broad range of books on
the visual and performing arts, with emphasis on the business
of art. Our titles cover subjects such as graphic design,
theater, branding, fine art, photography, interior design,
writing, acting, film, how to start careers, business and legal
forms, business practices, and more. While we don't aspire to
publish a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller,
we are deeply committed to quality books that help creative
professionals succeed and thrive. We often publish in areas
overlooked by other publishers and welcome the author
whose expertise can help our audience of readers.
In the wake of her father's death, Rose Newlin finds solace in
her work as a book restorer. Then, one rainy Connecticut
afternoon, a struggling painter appears at her door. William
Lomazzo brings with him a sixteenth-century treatise on art,
which Rose quickly identifies as a palimpsest: a document
written over a hidden diary that had purposely been scraped
away. Yet the restoration sparks an unforeseen challenge
when William--a married man--and Rose experience an
instant, unspoken attraction. Five centuries earlier,
Renaissance-era Venetians find themselves at the mercy of
an encroaching Ottoman fleet preparing for a bloody war.
Giovanni Lomazzo, a portrait artist grappling with tragedy,
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discovers Or
thatRead
his vision
is fading
with each passing day.
Facing the possibility of a completely dark world, Gio begins
to document his every encounter, including what may be his
final artistic feat: a commission to paint the enchanting
courtesan of one of Venice's most powerful military
commanders. Soon, however, Gio finds himself enraptured by
a magnificent forbidden love. Spellbound by Gio's revelations,
Rose and William are soon forced to confront the reality of
their own mystifying connection.
An instant New York Times, Washington Post, and USA
TODAY bestseller—based on the true story of the heroic
librarians at the American Library in Paris during World War
II—The Paris Library is a moving and unforgettable “ode to the
importance of libraries, books, and the human connections
we find within both” (Kristin Harmel, New York Times
bestselling author). Paris, 1939: Young and ambitious Odile
Souchet seems to have the perfect life with her handsome
police officer beau and a dream job at the American Library in
Paris. When the Nazis march into the city, Odile stands to
lose everything she holds dear, including her beloved library.
Together with her fellow librarians, Odile joins the Resistance
with the best weapons she has: books. But when the war
finally ends, instead of freedom, Odile tastes the bitter sting of
unspeakable betrayal. Montana, 1983: Lily is a lonely
teenager looking for adventure in small-town Montana. Her
interest is piqued by her solitary, elderly neighbor. As Lily
uncovers more about her neighbor’s mysterious past, she
finds that they share a love of language, the same longings,
and the same intense jealousy, never suspecting that a dark
secret from the past connects them. “A love letter to Paris,
the power of books, and the beauty of intergenerational
friendship” (Booklist), The Paris Libraryshows that
extraordinary heroism can sometimes be found in the quietest
places.
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Germany’sOr
acceptance
of its direct
responsibility for the
Holocaust has strengthened its relationship with Israel and
has led to a deep commitment to combat antisemitism and
rebuild Jewish life in Germany. As we draw close to a time
when there will be no more firsthand experience of the
horrors of the Holocaust, there is great concern about what
will happen when German responsibility turns into history. Will
the present taboo against open antisemitism be lifted as
collective memory fades? There are alarming signs of the rise
of the far right, which includes blatantly antisemitic elements,
already visible in public discourse. The evidence is
unmistakable—overt antisemitism is dramatically increasing
once more. The Future of the German-Jewish Past deals with
the formidable challenges created by these developments. It
is conceptualized to offer a variety of perspectives and views
on the question of the future of the German-Jewish past. The
volume addresses topics such as antisemitism, Holocaust
memory, historiography, and political issues relating to the
future relationship between Jews, Israel, and Germany. While
the central focus of this volume is Germany, the implications
go beyond the German-Jewish experience and relate to some
of the broader challenges facing modern societies today.
Living In A Dangerously Unhealthy World! and...Why The
Medical Industry Likes It That Way! BioLiving In A Hi-Tech
World reveals dangerous secrets about our environment and
what you can do to protect yourself today. In just about one
hour, learn about increased, dangerous pathogens, toxic
water, toxic air, toxic food and what you can do to protect
yourself and your loved ones. Discover how all of our
electronic gadgetry is slowly eroding your energy and
poisoning your immune system. BioLiving In A High Tech
World covers it all, and exposes how the medical industry
keeps you in the dark and why. Quickly learn everything you
need to know to prevent falling into an abyss of ill health,
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mental andOr
emotional
deterioration
and, in many cases,
premature death! Take the "How Toxic Are You?,"
questionnaire and: Determine your "at risk" factors! Reveal
the shocking patterns in your life that sabotage your health!
Learn how to boost your energy level! Find out what to do to
stay healthy! Uncover the 5 secrets of the most powerful, lifegiving substances on earth! Learn about one amazing
ingredient to escape debilitating toxicity! Discover a NEW
product that kills anthrax spores and bacteria! Read the
documented proof of this lifesaving product and where to get
it! Find out why microwaved food is bad for you and an
alternative! Discover why "what you cannot see can hurt you"
and learn the secrets that teach you how to fight back!
Whether that "something" is bio-pathogens, cancer, the flu,
arthritis, diabetes, heart disease, or any of a host of other
diseases. We live in very serious, dangerous times. do not
take your health or your way of life for granted. Take control
NOW and see how good health and safe living is very
attainable when you have a plan laid out in simple, easy to
read format! Grab a copy of this eBook to learn more on this
subject and be better informed! This eBook is purposely
written to address the concerns you might have and give you
all the insights you might required in this area! Knowledge,
they say is Power... And Applied Knowledge is Actually
Power! Get the facts today and start applying... Get Your
Copy Today! Congrats!
“Shipman dazzles in this historical tour-de-force based on the
real-life story of WWII Polish resistance fighter Irena Sendler .
. . spellbinding." —Publishers Weekly (Starred Review) Based
on the gripping true story of an unlikely Polish resistance
fighter who helped save thousands of Jewish children from
the Warsaw ghetto during World War II, bestselling author
James D. Shipman’s Irena’s War is a heart-pounding novel
of courage in action, helmed by an extraordinary and
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Nazis swarm through Warsaw as social worker Irena Sendler
watches in dread from her apartment window. Already, the
city’s poor go hungry. Irena wonders how she will continue to
deliver food and supplies to those who need it most, including
the forbidden Jews. The answer comes unexpectedly.
Dragged from her home in the night, Irena is brought before a
Gestapo agent, Klaus Rein, who offers her a position running
the city’s soup kitchens, all to maintain the illusion of order.
Though loath to be working under the Germans, Irena learns
there are ways to defy her new employer—including forging
documents so that Jewish families receive food intended for
Aryans. As Irena grows bolder, her interactions with Klaus
become more fraught and perilous. Klaus is unable to prove
his suspicions against Irena—yet. But once Warsaw’s halfmillion Jews are confined to the ghetto, awaiting slow
starvation or the death camps, Irena realizes that providing
food is no longer enough. Recruited by the underground
Polish resistance organization Zegota, she carries out an
audacious scheme to rescue Jewish children. One by one,
they are smuggled out in baskets and garbage carts, or led
through dank sewers to safety—every success raising Klaus’s
ire. Determined to quell the uprising, he draws Irena into a catand-mouse game that will test her in every way—and where
the slightest misstep could mean not just her own death, but
the slaughter of those innocents she is so desperate to save.

WHAT IS EPIGENETICS? Epigenetics is an
emerging field of science that studies alterations in
gene expression caused by factors other than
changes in the DNA sequence. Epigenetics: The
Death of the Genetic Theory of Disease
Transmission is the result of decades of research
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and its findings that could be as critical to our
understanding of human health as Pasteur’s
research in bacteriology. Dr. Joel “Doc” Wallach has
dedicated his life work to identifying connections
between certain nutritional deficiencies and a range
of maladies, formerly thought to be hereditary,
including Cystic Fibrosis and Muscular Dystrophy.
This nexus between nutrition and so-called genetic
disease has been observed in both humans and
primates, and it is the central theme of Epigenetics.
To bring us Epigenetics, Wallach has teamed with
noted scholars Dr. Ma Lan and Dr. Gerhard N.
Schrauzer. Their collective expertise gives this book
its far reaching perspective. Epigenetics is of vital
importance to anyone who wants real knowledge
about how the human body functions, and it provides
a path for better health. Epigentics dispels the
dogma and misinformation propagated by medical
institutions and doctors resistant to change.
Epigenetics is the beginning of a new era of wellbeing on this planet.
Dracula is one of the most famous public-domain
horror novels in existence, responsible not just for
introducing the eponymous Count Dracula, but for
introducing many of the common tropes we see in
modern horror fiction. Count Dracula isn’t the first
vampire to have graced the pages of literature—that
honor is thought to belong to Lord Ruthven in The
Vampyr, by John William Polidori—but Dracula is the
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vampire on which modern vampires are based.
Dracula wasn’t as famous in its day as it is today;
readers of the time seemed to enjoy it as nothing
more than a good story, and Stoker died nearly
penniless. But its long-lasting influence is
undeniable, and for all its age Dracula remains a
gripping, fast-paced, and enjoyable read. This book
is part of the Standard Ebooks project, which
produces free public domain ebooks.
From the bestselling author of Lawrence in Arabia, a
piercing account of how the contemporary Arab
world came to be riven by catastrophe since the
2003 United States invasion of Iraq. In 2011, a
series of anti-government uprisings shook the Middle
East and North Africa in what would become known
as the Arab Spring. Few could predict that these
convulsions, initially hailed in the West as a triumph
of democracy, would give way to brutal civil war, the
terrors of the Islamic State, and a global refugee
crisis. But, as New York Times bestselling author
Scott Anderson shows, the seeds of catastrophe had
been sown long before. In this gripping account,
Anderson examines the myriad complex causes of
the region’s profound unraveling, tracing the
ideological conflicts of the present to their origins in
the United States invasion of Iraq in 2003 and
beyond. From this investigation emerges a rare view
into a land in upheaval through the eyes of six
individuals—the matriarch of a dissident Egyptian
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family; a Libyan Air Force cadet with divided
loyalties; a Kurdish physician from a prominent
warrior clan; a Syrian university student caught in
civil war; an Iraqi activist for women’s rights; and an
Iraqi day laborer-turned-ISIS fighter. A probing and
insightful work of reportage, Fractured Lands offers a
penetrating portrait of the contemporary Arab world
and brings the stunning realities of an
unprecedented geopolitical tragedy into crystalline
focus.
Explains how existing and proposed law seek to
tackle challenges posed by new and emerging
technologies in war and peace.
The corporation has become the core institution of
the modern world. Designed to seek profit and
power, it has pursued both with endless tenacity,
steadily bending the framework of law and even
challenging the sovereign status of the state. Where
did the corporation come from? How did it get so
much power? What is its ultimate trajectory? After he
sold his successful computer book publishing
business to a large corporation, Ted Nace felt
increasingly driven to find answers to these
questions. In Gangs of America he details the rise of
corporate power in America through a series of
fascinating stories, each organized around a
different facet of the central question: "How did
corporations get more rights than people?"
Beginning with the origin of the corporation in
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medieval Great Britain, Nace traces both the events
that shaped the evolution of corporate power and the
colorful personalities who played major roles. Gangs
of America is a uniquely accessible synthesis of the
latest scholarly research, a compelling historical
narrative, and a distinctive personal voice.
Who are computer hackers? What is free software?
And what does the emergence of a community
dedicated to the production of free and open source
software--and to hacking as a technical, aesthetic,
and moral project--reveal about the values of
contemporary liberalism? Exploring the rise and
political significance of the free and open source
software (F/OSS) movement in the United States
and Europe, Coding Freedom details the ethics
behind hackers' devotion to F/OSS, the social codes
that guide its production, and the political struggles
through which hackers question the scope and
direction of copyright and patent law. In telling the
story of the F/OSS movement, the book unfolds a
broader narrative involving computing, the politics of
access, and intellectual property. E. Gabriella
Coleman tracks the ways in which hackers
collaborate and examines passionate manifestos,
hacker humor, free software project governance, and
festive hacker conferences. Looking at the ways that
hackers sustain their productive freedom, Coleman
shows that these activists, driven by a commitment
to their work, reformulate key ideals including free
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speech, transparency, and meritocracy, and refuse
restrictive intellectual protections. Coleman
demonstrates how hacking, so often marginalized or
misunderstood, sheds light on the continuing
relevance of liberalism in online collaboration.
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